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About this Brochure

This brochure contains a printable version of the material in the web site:

<URL:http://www.rstonehouse.co.uk > (visual version) or
<URL:http://www.rstonehouse.co.uk/aural > (aural version).

The main purpose is to provide information about software quality management consultancy in
general, and about my consultancy services in particular. Chapter 1Software Quality Consultancy
gives an overview of this, and Chapter 8Consultancy - Frequently Asked Questionscontains more
detailed information.

A second objective is to provide information about software quality management that will be useful
to people wishing to set up a quality system, irrespective of whether they intend to use consultancy.
This information will be found in Chapters 2 to 7.

The contents of this brochure draw on my experience, details of which are given in Chapter 9About
Me. I now practise as an independent Software Quality Management consultant, offering services to
UK and European software organisations. These include small-to-medium businesses, departments
of engineering companies and projects in large, diversified corporations.

This brochure is also provided with aBibliographyof referenced works and further reading, and an
Indexof topics discussed in the text.
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Chapter 1. Software Quality Consultancy

1.1. Quicker Results With Consultancy

Would you like to improve your organisation’squality management?

Do you need to prepare for an externalquality auditsuch asTickIT?

If so, Software Quality Consultancymay help you succeed, more quickly and more surely. This
brochure explains how.

1.2. The Skills You Will Need

To achieve these aims, you will need to know what Quality Management is about - its principles, its
methods, andstandardssuch asISO 9000; how software projects work, and how they cango wrong;
and how Quality Management applies tosoftware.

You may also benefit by learning from other people’s experience as to what approaches have
succeeded for them. Finally, you will need to know how to put all this together, so as to create the
right quality systemfor your business.

1.3. How Consultancy Supplies Them

Consultancyprovides the knowledge and skills that you may not have in-house. It does so through
advice, training, audit and other services. It saves you time and avoids false starts.

It helps you build your Quality System now; it also gives your people the expertise they will need to
manage, maintain and develop the system in the future.

As an outsider, the consultant can provide a fresh view on problems that have seemed stubborn.

Consultancy is flexible. You can choose a package of services to suit your needs - using as much, or
as little, as you require.

It is available on tap. You can work at the pace that best fits the resources and time you are able to
put into the project.
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Chapter 2. Managing for Better Quality

2.1. What is Quality Management?

Increasingly, software users look for suppliers whom they can rely on. They want consistent delivery
of products and services that do what they need and expect. This is because business is becoming
more and more dependent on software.

Quality Managementis the branch of management that gives that assurance. It can win your
company a competitive advantage, by building a name for high quality products and services. It can
help you avoidproject failuresand reduce the cost of bug-fixing. It can enable you to gain the ISO
9001/TickIT or othercertificatethat customers ask for.

Good Quality Management has to be based on asystem.This ensures consistent and reliable results.
It also takes care of much humdrum detail, so your people can apply their innovative skills,
imagination and flair to creative work.

The following notes give a brief general account ofQuality Management Systems(also known as
Quality Systems or QMSs). For a discussion of how this relates to software, seeQuality
Management in Software Projects.

2.2. Some Features of a Quality Management System

2.2.1. Customer Focus

"Listen to what your customers are telling you about Quality"[9] .

Example: A company receives a lot of complaints about problems that users are having with a new
product. The company is proud of the software; it was well designed, carefully coded and thoroughly
tested. But the customers find it hard to install because the set-up guide is lacking.

This company should pay attention to its customers. Of course, they want good software, and the
company is quite right to follow the best development practice. But thesoftwareis not the whole
product,or the only bit that matters. To a user, the documentation is just as vital.

2.2.2. Quality Manager

You will very likely have someone who makes quality their special concern. It may be a part-time
job.

This person should act as an advisor, coach, evangelist and monitor. Their role is to help the people
who make the product, or provide the service, to achieve good quality in their own work.

2



Chapter 2. Managing for Better Quality

2.2.3. Quality Manual

If you are going for ISO 9000, you must have a Quality Manual. This describes your system in terms
of standard quality concepts. Quality auditors and other outsiders will use it as their starting point.

2.2.4. Procedures

A procedure issomething that people do.Often, it need not be written down, depending onyour
style of organisation.A written procedure is no use unless it is followed in practice.

We define procedures to ensure that routine work is done in a standard way; that different
departments can work together and understand each other; and that people need not waste time
thinking up new ways to do mundane tasks. They do not give rules for everything; initiative and
judgment still count.

Engineering procedures can rely on engineers’ professional skill, shared understanding gained by
working in teams, and examples of good and bad past projects.

Management procedures define how the work flows through your development or service process,
what quality activities you do at each stage, and what records you keep.

Bringing a procedure into use involves a lot of persuasion, listening to feedback and revision in the
light of what you hear. If no-one complains, they are probably not using it!

2.2.5. Records

Record keeping is an essential chore. But systems can be designed to ease the burden. Records can
also turn out to be useful, even for people - such as many engineers - who do not like keeping them.

Example: A software release procedure might require engineers to fill in a form with details of the
software being issued. After early grumbles, they may find it useful to refer back to the details of
past releases.

2.2.6. People

Software, more than most types of work, depends on the skill and professionalism of your people.

Trying to manage through rigid rules, that govern everything people do, will not work. Software is
too complex, projects often one-off, and unexpected events too common for this.

Example: Companies sometimes have a rule that coding must not start until the detailed software
design has been approved by a senior manager. But, often, managers are out of the office when a
design needs approval.

3



Chapter 2. Managing for Better Quality

It is better to rely on your people to make their own judgments and take responsibility for them. In
the example, the manager’s approval is quite likely based on the report of a technical review. Why
not let the review leader give the approval?

2.2.7. Management

Senior managers make the organisation’s policy and set its tone. They must ensure there is a defined
quality system.

Managers lead by example, mainly through the decisions they make. They need to give a consistent
message.

Example: The Managing Director authorises a pre-release of an incompletely tested product, at the
request of the customer. But the company’s quality policy says that software must be fully tested
before release. Staff see the pre-release as going against this.

You need to make sure that staff understand the reasons for this decision. Quite possibly it can be
justified on quality grounds - seeCustomer Focus- though there are some hard questions to be
asked. But you need to explain this to staff.

2.2.8. When things go wrong

Inevitably, things go badly wrong from time to time - no Quality System is perfect. We need to
correct them, but also to learn from the mistakes.

Example: Consider again the example underCustomer Focus.Here, the company first needs to fix
the immediate problem by writing a set-up guide. But the important thing is to put the process right,
so that the necessary documentation is produced foreveryproduct. Otherwise the problem is bound
to recur.

This approach, of analysing and correcting the root causes of quality failures, is one of the main
ways in which we can improve quality. For further discussion, seeHow Software Projects Go Wrong.

2.2.9. Performance Improvement

You need not wait for things to go wrong before taking steps to improve quality. You can measure
the quality of the company’s products, and how effective its processes are, at any time.

You should collect and analyse such data in a systematic way. The programme needs well-defined
goals, rather than amassing huge amounts of data at random.

4



Chapter 2. Managing for Better Quality

2.3. Setting Up the System

2.3.1. Where Are We Now?

First, to decide on the best approach, you should assess your current system:

• If it has most of the features described, you are probably well on top of Quality. You may wish to
look at the pages:How Software Projects Go Wrong; Quality Management System Standards; and
The Quality Audit, for further ideas on how to improve it.

• If you are not sure how well it measures up, you could review it against one of the standards
described inQuality Management System Standards, or get a consultant to review it for you. Then
you will be able to decide how best to move forward.

• If it is not much like what we have described, there is work to do! The key is to do a bit at a time.
Aim to sort out one area thoroughly, and get your solution working and delivering real benefits,
before you tackle another.

2.3.2. Getting Started

Next, you will need access toknowledge and skillsin Quality Management, Software and how they
fit together.

One way is to teach yourself. This is excellent, but takes time. These pages, with some of the works
cited in theBibliography, may give you a start.

Another is to employ an in-house expert. The risk is that they could then be the only person who
knows how the system works. You need to ensure this knowledge is shared.

You could also engage aconsultant. You should adopt one of the above two approaches as well,
because consultancy is no substitute for in-house expertise; but it can help you get up to speed more
quickly.
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Chapter 3. The Quality Audit

3.1. What is an Audit?

3.1.1. Types of Audit

An audit means someone coming in to your organisation and looking at how it works, to see whether
it meets requirements.

Here, we are concerned mainly with an audit by acertification body.They will audit you if you ask
them to certify you to a standard such as ISO 9001/TickIT.

Another kind of audit is that done by acustomer.They may want to satisfy themselves that your
company is capable of fulfilling a contract. Such an audit is often similar to that described here.

Yet another kind is aninternalaudit. This is done by your own people, to check the Quality System
is working. It differs in detail from what these notes describe, but many of the ideas are the same.

3.1.2. What the Auditors are Looking For

You need to be able to show how your procedures fulfil the requirements. Depending on the type of
audit, these may be the requirements of a published standard, of a contract or of your own Quality
System. You also need to have records that show compliance in practice.

If you can do these two things, the audit should not cause too much anxiety.

A consultant can advise as to whether you are ready for an audit. He or she can also give detailed
advice on the sort of things the auditors are likely to pick up.

3.2. What Happens in an Audit

3.2.1. Before the Audit

The auditors will want your Quality System to have been in use for some time. Typically, this has to
be at least 3 to 6 months. You will need records to show that the system is being used and is
effective.

Ideally, they would like to see some projects that have gone through the whole system from start to
finish. If you have only been operating it for a few months, this will not be possible - some of the
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Chapter 3. The Quality Audit

projects now in progress will have started under previous systems. But you may still be able to put
up a good enough case to satisfy the auditors.

3.2.2. Documentation Review

The auditors need to be satisfied that your documented procedures comply with the standard,
contract etc. They used to do this part of the audit off-site, beforehand, though now it is often rolled
in with the audit visit.

Document requirements are less stringent than they used to be. Auditors donot want a lot of written
procedures. Especially, they do not want them to exist on paper only, with no relation to reality!

3.2.3. During the Visit

The purpose of the audit visit is to check that you are following the procedures you say you are, in
your day-to-day work.

The auditors interview a cross-section of staff. Interviews generally take place where the work is
done, so the auditors can see it happening. They will also call for documents and records. Make sure
your people know the procedures they are meant to be following and where to find things.

During their work, the auditors will note any discrepancy they find as anon-compliance.If they find
a major non-compliance that would result in your failing the audit, they will tell you at once and ask
whether you want them to go on with it.

The auditors will be keen to see that you have an effective system ofinternal auditsand that you
correct any non-compliances so found. This is important, because the auditors themselves only
review a small sample of your work. Be prepared to disclose problems you have found and fixed -
these should not count against you.

At the end of the visit, the auditors usually hold a closing meeting. At this, they present a preliminary
report of their findings.

3.2.4. After the Audit

After the visit, the auditors write up their report and send it to you. The most important part will be
the Audit Findings, a classified list of non-compliances. If an essential part of your quality system is
missing or not implemented, this will be amajor non-compliance and will result in failure. Other
non-compliances will be classed asminor.

To complete the process, you have to correct the minor non-compliances. When you have satisfied
the auditors that you have done so, you get your certificate.

7



Chapter 4. Quality Management System
Standards

4.1. Standards and Certificates

Standards such as ISO 9001, the CMM or the EFQM define what is widely considered good Quality
Management practice. They provide a yardstick against which Quality Systems can be assessed.

This means that, if you are certified to such a standard, it can back up your claim to be a quality
company. It may help you to win business in markets, such as government, where certificates carry
weight. It can also act as a concrete target for your quality improvement efforts.

To do this, you will need to have your company’s procedures and practiceaudited by a Certification
Body. If you follow good Quality practices,you should have few real problems in this, though it will
take some time and effort. Do what makes business and quality sense, and you should be able to
justify this in terms of the relevant standard.

The following notes refer mainly to the current(year 2000)edition of the ISO 9001 standard, as
applied to software through theTickIT scheme. Brief reference is also made to other standards.

4.2. ISO 9001 and Software Quality

4.2.1. Help or Hindrance?

The best-known Quality Management standard in the UK is ISO 9001[11] . Software people often
refer to it asTickIT,because theTickIT scheme provides the route to ISO 9001 for software
organisations.

In the author’s opinion, going for ISO 9001 certification can be worth while, though it is by no
means the only route to quality.

There are differing views. Supporters of ISO 9001 say it enshrines best practice, assures customers
of the quality of what they are buying and brings demonstrable business benefits. Critics say it
fosters an out-of-date "command and control" attitude and the failed "inspection-based" approach to
quality [17] .

The author considers both these views over-stated. In any case, if your customers demand ISO 9001,
you mayhaveto do it - and should seek to obtain the maximum benefit from the exercise.
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Chapter 4. Quality Management System Standards

4.2.2. The Paper Juggernaut

Some Quality Systems are far too heavy. People may write too many, too detailed procedures, which
no-one will read. They may make inflexible rules that will just be ignored. They may demand
authorisation signatures that are impossible to obtain.

It is a mistake to think that ISO 9001 requires such a system. It does require some documentation
and records to show you are complying with the standard. But you need much less than many people
realise. And once you have made the effort, it may help you in your day-to-day work.

4.2.3. ISO 9001 in a Nutshell

ISO 9001 may seem complex and obscure to the non-quality specialist; but it can be reduced to just
three main ideas:

1. You must be committed to supplying the products or services that you promised the customer, in
a fit state. For example, you cannot ship an unfinished product as a ’final’ release - unless, of
course, the customer has agreed to accept it in that state.

2. You must have a system that enables you to live up to that commitment. For example, before you
submit a tender to develop and deliver a product by a specified date, you must be sure that this is
feasible - taking account of technology, risks, work estimates, resources, dependencies etc.

3. You must monitor your system’s operation and continually enhance it.

Part of the problem with ISO 9001 is that it is oriented towards manufacturing, and software is a
designprocess. There are guidelines[12] that interpret ISO 9001 for software. In the U.K., the
TickIT scheme and especially theTickIT Guide[8] provide detailed guidance on applying ISO 9001.
Consultancy may also be useful.

4.3. Other Standards

Other standards sometimes asked for include the Capability Maturity Model or CMM[10] , [4] . This
is popular in the USA and with U.S. based organisations. It is specific to software. The company is
assessed as being at one of fiveCapability Maturity Levels.

The EFQM Business Excellence Model is a model for the whole business, not just the software part.
It uses self-assessment.

Various industry sectors have their own sector-specific standards, and may ask software suppliers to
comply with them. Often, the standards are closely based on ISO 9001.

9



Chapter 5. How Software Projects Go Wrong

5.1. The Need for Change

One way we can improve theQuality Management Systemis by learning from those occasions when
it goes wrong. No system is ever completely problem-free, unless - perhaps - it is obsolete. But we
want to avoid such problems so far as possible; they cost money, waste time and incur risk.

This is an opportunity to gain an advantage over the competition. Over-optimism, crises, timescale
slips, poor field performance and customer disappointment are endemic in the software industry.
Brooks wrote about the "Tar Pit"[3] in 1975; high profile I.T. based projects still go wrong; and
there is a perception that "Not all computing projects fail - only most of them"[5] , [16] .

The following notes1 illustrate a few of the problems that can occur in software projects. Some of
them may be familiar, or suggest things that have occurred in your experience. If not, then either you
are very lucky, or you already have an excellent Quality System!

5.2. Some Software Quality Problems

5.2.1. Late Delivery

Projects may run late for many reasons. The initial estimates may have been too low. There may be a
lack of suitable resources. The original feature list may have been too ambitious.

One of the most common reasons is feature creep.

Example: During a large, complex software project, the customer asks for many extra features. The
company agrees to all of them. By the time the project is a year behind schedule, both company and
customer are worried.

This is bad for everyone. The customer might have preferred the product on time, without the
enhancements, had the impact been made clear. The company is out of pocket, as it most likely
cannot charge extra for the work.

A good Quality System would have controlled these changes. This does not mean it would prevent or
inhibit change. But it would ensure that the full impact was understood and allowed for. One way of
doing this is throughRapid Application Development[18] .

5.2.2. Keeping the Customers in the Dark

Customers expect to be told what is going on. This is most important in times of crisis. But
companies too often neglect it.

10



Chapter 5. How Software Projects Go Wrong

Example: A web hosting company suffers a major system crash. Staff work round the clock to
reconstruct customers’ data. Customers keep ringing up to ask "what’s going on?", "when’s it going
to be back up?" and "why did this happen?" The company’s staff get fed up, and either stop
answering the phone or give very offhand and unhelpful replies.

The customers’ concerns are reasonable and have to be met. But the staff’s reluctance to be distracted
from the job in hand is also easy to understand. The problem is that no-one has thought to provide a
better method of keeping customers informed. Such planning should be part of the Quality System.

5.2.3. What software is this?

Mix-ups over which version of a software item is which, what an item’s status is, or which items go
with which others, are common. The results can be embarrassing or worse.

Example: After a company issues a new product version, an old fault reappears. It was fixed in the
previous version, but the fix was not included in the official copy of the master source.

To prevent this sort of error, you need Configuration Management[1] . This should be part of the
software Quality System.

5.2.4. Let Down by Others

If the company’s products or services fall short, the company takes the blame - even when it may
seem to be someone else’s fault.

Example: The customer holds the company to blame for late delivery of a product. This occurred
because a supplier, to whom the company had sub-contracted some specialist work, went out of
business.

It does not matter if the problems are the fault of a supplier, sub-contractor, partner or even the
customer. The company made the arrangements and has to make sure that they work.

To do this, you need to identify, analyse and controldependenciesandrisks.This is an essential part
of project planning and control. You also need reviews to check that the plans were realistic and the
control effective. All this should be part of your Quality System.

5.2.5. The Product that Should Not have been Released

There is always pressure to get products out of the door, so as to earn revenue and free staff for other
work; but shipping themtoosoon can have quite the opposite effect.

Example: A product is released, although it is still very unstable. The result is a deluge of customer
complaints. Engineers are sent on site to try to fix the problems, so work on other developments
stops. This sets back potential revenue, which adds to the financial shortfall caused by the support
costs. And what happens when those other products are due for release, but aren’t ready - will they
be sent out in an unfinished state, too?

11



Chapter 5. How Software Projects Go Wrong

Clearly, this product should not have been released when it still needed so much more work, however
strong the pressure. But we need to look deeper. Were early signs of trouble overlooked? Was the
true scale of the project ever really understood? Why did the problems not come to light?

Part of the solution is better project planning and control. This is the job of line management. But
some of the issues to be faced may be quite hard. You need a Quality System, and an independent
Quality Manager,to make sure they get attention.

5.3. Savings Through Quality Management

5.3.1. The Cost of Poor Quality

Problems such as these cost money. How much time and effort are spent on testing software,
correcting faults, re-testing and so on[2] ? This work need only be done because the software
contains faults. In other words it is time, effort and money wasted.

In the long term, they may even threaten the security of the company. For a large software company,
failure of a major project can have a severe impact. For a small company, it could be fatal.

5.3.2. How Quality Management Helps

We have seen how elements of aQuality Management Systemcan help with each of these problems.

But the essential thing about a Quality System is that it is asystem.Only by having such a system do
you ensure that what is needed actually gets done. The quality company does things by design,
rather than forever being driven by accidents or crises. There is a culture of conscious
decision-making based on facts.

Better Quality means fewer faults. This will save rework, support and maintenance - and so reduce
costs. As Crosby says, "Quality is Free"[6] .

Notes
1. These examples draw on real-life events, but have been generalised and adapted for these notes.
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Chapter 6. Quality Management in Software
Projects

6.1. Software and Quality

The Quality software company is a good place to work.Quality Managementcan make the
difference between the success and failure of a project; it can bring managed innovation in place of
chaos; and it can make for a happy workplace instead of a dead-end.

To achieve this, we need to find a way of applying Quality Management to software. Much Quality
Managementpracticecame from areas such as manufacturing. It does not always carry over well to
the software industry. But theprinciplesstill apply; they just need re-interpreting.

The key is to understand both Software and Quality Management, and how they relate to one
another. Books, such as those listed in theBibliography,and training courses may be useful. Or a
consultant can provide training to suit your needs.

6.2. Quality for Software Professionals

6.2.1. Developing a Quality System from Scratch

If you are a software person, you may at first find Quality Management strange.

Example: Quality Management documents often stress the importance of calibration of test
equipment. What has this to do with software quality?

To answer questions like this, you need to know the concepts and motives that underlie Quality
Management, so you can translate them into software terms. (In this case, the software analogue
might be control of test programs and data.)

6.2.2. Adapting a Pragmatic Quality System

If you are already using a system that works well for you, you may want to be able to show that it
complies with good Quality Management practice.

Example: Your company wants to get into the defence systems market and so needs ISO 9001.

You will not want to clutter this good system with irrelevant jargon. If it does what you need, you
can almost certainly justify it in terms of ISO 9001.
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Chapter 6. Quality Management in Software Projects

The advice that you may receive, to add a lot of boiler-plate on things like purchasing, document
control and records, is most likely wrong. The only case where you might want to do this, is if you
have a contract that demands a traditional style of Quality System documentation.

6.3. Software for Quality Professionals

6.3.1. Extending the Quality System to Software

If software is just a part of your business, you may already have a company-wide Quality System
and wish to bring the software within its scope.

Example 1:You supply electronic systems that have a software component.

Example 2:Your in-house I.T. services group supports CAD software for the design department.

If you do not have a background in software, the way in which the software department operates may
seem strange and perhaps a little undisciplined. But the differences are not really so great.

6.3.2. Software is Different - But Not Very

The first problem will be that the software people speak a different language.

Example: What Quality people speak of asdesign,a software engineer will calldevelopment.
Design means something different to them.

Apart from language, there are some real differences.

Unlike hardware products, software is intangible - you cannot tell whether it is good or bad by
looking at it. At the same time, it is quick and deceptively easy to change - so ill-considered changes
sometimes cause havoc.

It is complex - the software part of your Quality System may turn out bigger than the rest of it put
together.

Most important of all, software is adesign product.Software development is adesign process- so
every project is a one-off. Also, software is not usually subject to manufacturing faults or to wear
and tear, but only to design faults.

Because of these differences, you will need to gain an understanding of how software projects work.
There is no need to become a programmer, but you do need to know the language, the process and
the management approach.
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Chapter 7. The Right System for Your
Business

7.1. What is the Right Quality System?

The rightQuality Management Systemis the one that helps you handle the quality issues that arise
in your particular business. Each business has its own, unique needs; no one system will suit all.

By contrast, anunsuitablesystem can do harm. It may act as a brake on development. It could get in
the way of doing what is right for your customers. It is likely to demotivate staff and management.

These notes give a few hints on designing your Quality System so that it worksfor you, and does not
get in the way. A consultant, with experience of many types of organisation, can give further advice.

7.2. How the Type of Business Affects the Quality
System

7.2.1. Custom and Customised Software Products

Here, the Quality System needs to focus on your interactions with the customer.

These occur throughout the project. At the start, you write the specification and agree it with the
customer. During the project, the customer may ask for changes, and you may produce interim
releases for evaluation. At the end, you commission the product and the customer accepts it. After
the end of the project, you provide support and maintenance to the customer.

The Quality System needs to provide a framework for these. For example, you will have a standard
for product specifications, to make sure that the right things go in and that the extent of your
commitment is defined.

7.2.2. Packaged Software Products

Here, internal controls take the place of the actual customer. Product ideas come from inside the
company. Market needs come via the marketing or sales department.

The Quality System needs to ensure that these controls work. Interested parties must be able to
review and comment on the product as it evolves. You will need procedures for in-house testing and
validation, and for field beta testing.
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7.2.3. Software Components

Here, software is ancillary to the main business.

Example: A company makes electronic devices. These include control software, which provides the
user interface and analyses the data that the devices capture. The software is developed at the same
time as the hardware, and the interface between them changes constantly.

The Quality System should focus on the way hardware and software teams work together. You must
rigorously control hardware and software configurations. The plan should provide handover points.
You will need several stages of testing.

7.2.4. Software-related Services

Here, the service is often performed at the point of delivery, rather than in-house.

Example: A company installs, trouble-shoots and supports computer networks. Its engineers spend
most of their time on customer sites.

The quality of service depends on the attitudes, knowledge and skills of the people who do the work.
So, the Quality System has to cover training, supervision and control. Planning is important,
especially for a standard service such as a training course.

7.3. How the Type of Organisation Affects the Quality
System

7.3.1. Large Organisation

A large company may have a problem in ensuring that all its people work to the same standards and
can communicate.

Example: A company has offices in several countries. It employs a few hundred engineers, who
come from various cultural backgrounds and may speak different languages. They communicate by
telephone, e-mail etc, which can cause mix-ups.

The Quality System is likely to be quite formal. It may need to provide common standards for such
detailed things as code layout, so that people can understand one another’s work. It will be heavily
documented.

To cope with this, the company may have specialist groups for quality assurance, quality control,
measurement etc. But it is big enough to afford them.
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7.3.2. Small Company

A small organisation cannot afford the kind of Quality System that a large company would use - but
does not need to.

Example: A company has half a dozen engineers working in the same office. All of them know what
everyone else is doing, and discuss their technical problems with one another.

The paperwork, rules and procedures of the large organisation would stop this company dead in its
tracks. There would not be time to write and maintain such a system, and it would stifle the
innovative spirit.

Such a company would use a very lightweight quality system. This could rely on the fact that the
engineers are highly skilled, know one another’s methods and talk to one another.

7.3.3. Organisation with Existing Practices

Your people will have developed many good practices for themselves. These may be unwritten,
incomplete, perhaps with some flaws, but neverthelessthey work,and are methods that staff are
comfortable with and feel they own.

Example: A software group has an ad-hoc configuration management system, which uses
home-made tools and a set of working conventions.

There isno pointin replacing this by a bought-in system, perhaps having more features, unless such
a system will provide clear benefits that justify the cost and upheaval.

Getting people to use the Quality System, and getting it to work properly, is the hardest part of
setting it up; make the job easier by building on existing practice wherever possible.

7.4. Is There a Short Cut?

Designing the system that is exactly right for your business will take time and effort, from people
who understand the business and know how it works. This means engineers and managers, whose
time is scarce.

Companies sometimes try to short-cut this, by bringing in a ready-made system from elsewhere.

This is a false economy. As we have seen, someone else’s system is most unlikely to be right for
your business. At best, the quality manuals will sit on the shelf gathering dust. At worst, the system
may do actual harm.
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Chapter 7. The Right System for Your Business

7.5. The Benefits

The right Quality System will focus attention on those aspects of Quality that make a difference to
the business, through better products and services and fewer failures. It will be relevant, credible and
understandable to staff, so that they will accept it and follow it. It will save time by making routine
tasks into procedures, some of which you may be able to automate. It will leave scope for initiative,
to the degree that the professional skills of your people warrant. And, finally, it will be easy to alter
when required - as you own it and understand it, you can adapt it to suit your needs whenever they
change.
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Chapter 8. Consultancy - Frequently Asked
Questions

1. Is it expensive?

It needn’t be. You can use as much, or as little, consultancy as you need. For a small to medium
business, it typically works out at between one day a week and one day a month. Consultancy rates
may seem high, compared with salaries - but the difference is not so great when you allow for staff
overhead costs. Also, you have the advantage of being able to turn the consultancy on or off as
required, so you pay only for what you use.

2. How long will it take?

This depends on factors such as the size of your organisation and the state of its current practices. If
you are going for certification, theminimumis about 6 months, as the auditors will want to see a
track recordof your Quality System in use. But it would only be as quick as this if your procedures
were already in very good shape. To set up a Quality System from scratch would take a good deal
longer, and it might be wise to plan the work as a series of distinct phases.

3. How will I know what it’s going to cost and how long it will take?

The work toset up a Quality Systemneeds to be planned in much the same way as a software
project. One approach is to have the consultant conduct an initial audit of your organisation’s current
systems, then report back to you and agree a joint plan.

4. Will the project be completed on time?

This depends on thorough planning in advance, as discussed above, and effective control during the
project. Consultancy will help to keep it on track. The most common cause of delay is that people,
whose input is needed, have been called away to do other things. The consultant should spot these
problems and report them immediately, while there is still time to recover any slippage. The
consultant’s well-defined role, independence and direct reporting line help here.

5. What will I get for the money - what will be the results of the project?

Theprojectwill produce reports by the consultant and Quality System documents. It will provide
your people with knowledge and skills, either through formal training courses or on-the-job. Most
important, it will deliver your Quality System, in use in your organisation.

The consultant cannot guarantee that you will, for example, gain anISO 9001certificate. This
depends so much on your own organisation. But the consultant can advise you as to whether your
organisation is ready forthe audit.

6. Will the consultant become indispensable?

No. A good consultant will aim to transfer knowledge and skills to your organisation, by "doing and
showing" - there should be no attempt to hoard knowledge. You have full ownership and control of
your own system, so you can continue the development yourself or get someone else to do it. Of
course, most consultants will be delighted to provide follow-up help if you ask for it - but you do not
have to do so.
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7. Will the consultancy be provided by experienced people?

You need to discuss this with your prospective consultant. The author’s policy is to provide all
services in person.

8. What topics can the consultant advise on?

You should expect a software quality consultant to be able to advise on all the Quality Management
topics covered in these pages. Some consultants may have experience in other fields as well. You
should also be aware that the emphasis of different consultants may vary; for example some could be
people-oriented and others more systems-oriented.

9. If I need help at short notice, can I get it?

You should be able to. Most consultants will try to satisfy clients’ emergency needs, subject to other
commitments that they have to honour. You should discuss this with your prospective consultant.

10. Can I out-source the Quality System development to the consultant?

Yes, to some extent. The consultant can work at your premises, more or less as an extra staff
member, over a period. This approach will still require a good deal of your people’s time, because
the Quality System will need to be based on their input. It is usually less good than doing the work
yourself, but can produce a usable Quality System.

11.Can I suspend the consultancy if my people have to go and do other work?

You can, though you should be aware of the possible risks and take action to minimise them. It is
wise to make a firm plan for resuming and completing the project; otherwise, experience shows, it
may be put off indefinitely. You will need to allow extra time for getting back up to speed after
restarting the project. You should also make clear to staff what is happening; otherwise, they may
think the company is dropping its commitment to quality.

12. What happens during a consultancy visit?

The consultant works mainly with your quality person. They may often call other members of staff
in for meetings as well.

One of the main purposes is to gather information about how the company’s process works, or how
people feel it should work. Draft procedures may be sketched out. Work done since the last meeting
may be reviewed, and there may be reviews of the overall Quality System from time to time, as it
takes shape. If participants have prepared thoroughly, it is possible to get through a lot of work per
session.

Another use of these visits is for training. This may comprise a formal course for a group, or less
formal one-to-one training.

13.What happens between consultancy visits?

You are likely to find that you have plenty of homework to do for the next meeting. For example,
Quality System documents that were agreed in outline will need to be written up. The consultant can
review these and send you comments, to be discussed at the next meeting.
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14.Can I appoint a junior member of staff to work with the consultant, and avoid involving
engineers or managers?

This will not work. Such a person is unlikely to grasp how the organisation as a whole functions.
They will lack the authority to demand help from the people who know the answers. Also, they will
probably not be able to get changes agreed and accepted. You need a person of sufficient seniority,
who is able to call on engineers and managers as required.

15.Will the consultant tear up the work we have done for ourselves?

No; a good consultant will recognise the value of what you have done and the commitment of your
people to it. It should form a solid foundation for a full Quality System.

16.Will the consultant insist on us doing things in a way that does not suit our business?

A good consultant, who knows the software industry, will not make this mistake - seeThe Right
System for Your Business.Where this has happened in the past, it has usually been due to people who
did not understand how software projects work. Such people may place too much emphasis on
traditional quality management, instead of the things that matter for software.
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Chapter 9. About Me

9.1. Experience

My consultancy draws on a career in software. This gave a practical grounding in how projects work
and how they can go wrong, and included board-level responsibility in a start-up software company -
contributing to its successful sale.

Software Quality Management experience covers testing and quality assurance, including ISO 9000
and TickIT.

9.2. General Information

9.2.1. Date of birth

• 9th July 1946.

9.2.2. Education

• Ashby de la Zouch Boys’ Grammar School.

• Trinity College, Cambridge, reading Mathematics.

9.2.3. Qualifications

• BA degree (class 2.1 honours) in Mathematics.

• BS5750 Internal Audit Certificate.

• TickIT Auditors’ Training Course (continuous assessment and written examination).
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9.2.4. Assurance of Professionalism

My qualifications and experience are recognised, and my conduct is regulated, through professional
affiliations in:

• Quality Management: Institute of Quality Assurance (http://www.iqa.org/) member,

• Software: Chartered Engineer (http://www.engc.org.uk/) and British Computer Society
(http://www.bcs.org.uk/) member, and

• Scottish software business community: Member of ScotlandIS (http://www.scotlandis.com/) - the
trade body representing the digital industries in Scotland.

9.3. Career History

9.3.1. 1992 - Present: Software Quality Consultant

Consultancy in software quality management for computer software companies. Advice to clients
on:

• Application of formal quality assurance (including ISO 9000/ TickIT) to computer software
development.

• Documentation, Quality Manuals and Procedures - covering structure, format and essential
content requirements.

• Specific Quality Management techniques such as Requirements Specification, Reviews and
Configuration Management.

Quality Audit of Client’s Process and System against the requirements of ISO 9000 or other
client-specified target:

• Reporting strengths and weaknesses of client’s Quality System.

• Recommendations on audit results and joint development (with client) of quality improvement
plans.

Advice to client management on resolution of specific quality problems affecting processes or
products, as requested by client.

Preparation and delivery of presentations and courses (includingQuality and ISO 9001overview and
Internal Audit training).

Keeping up with the state of the art by background reading in quality management and software
engineering, membership of professional bodies and by attending courses in:
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• BS 5750 Internal Audit,

• TickIT Audit,

• Visual Basic Programming,

• Introduction to Java and

• Introduction to DSDM.

Carried out survey ofQuality Management in the Scottish Software Industryand published report (at
own initiative).

Membership ofQuality Groupof Scottish Software Federation, helping organise events to improve
Quality awareness in the software industry.

9.3.2. 1983 - 1992: Office Workstations Limited, Edinburgh -
Designers, developers and suppliers of software products
using "Hypermedia" technology

A founder member of the company, Director (until sale) and Secretary.

Quality Assurance Manager

• Introduced a basic quality system including planning, specification, implementing, testing,
release, maintenance and support procedures.

• Planned and launched a full-scale quality programme. Established a Quality Committee. Involved
management and staff. Supervised procedure writing. Wrote and published Quality Manual.

• Guided company through successful external quality audit.

• Attended formal training courses, read standard works on TQM and Software Quality, and pooled
knowledge with other companies.

Test Manager

• Managed system testing of a new product. Planned and specified tests, organised staff, established
procedures and advised on release.

• Jointly managed system testing of another major product. Introduced innovative methods to obtain
better return on investment in testing.

Company Secretary

• Managed company’s contracts, liaising with sales and company lawyers. Prepared standard
contracts. Took part in negotiation. Handled contractual product liability and warranty issues.
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• Assisted in sale of company to Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd., Japan (owners of Panasonic
and Technics brand names). Produced detailed response to purchaser’s "due diligence"
investigation. Liaised with company’s lawyers over warranties, contract terms and documentation.

• Planned and delivered a training course for staff of a major customer.

9.3.3. 1971 - 1983: ICL System Programming Division -
Designers, developers and suppliers of computer
hardware and associated software

Software Technology Manager (PERQ Workstation project)

Chief Designer (2966 DME/S4 emulation)

Designer/Implementer (2960 DME/S4 architecture)

Designer (Variable Computer System)

9.3.4. 1967 - 1971: English Electric Computers, Bureau
Division - Designers and developers of computer software
application packages, and providers of computer bureau
services

Team Leader (Interact 75 multi-access system)
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Appendix A. What’s New in ISO 9000:2000?

A.1. The Effect of the Changes

Software developers and service companies will need to make significant changes to their Quality
Management Systems in order to comply with the latest revision of the ISO 9000 standard.

Organisations seeking certification for the first time will have to comply with the new standard.
Those previously certified to the 1994 standards will be required to upgrade their Quality
Management Systems over a period.

ISO 9000:2000 is a radical revision of the 1994 edition. It has relaxed some former requirements,
introduced new requirements, and restructured and reworded the documents to make them easier to
understand.

The impact of the changes on software companies may be less than for some other types of
organisation. Many of the new requirements are for things that they would have been doing anyway.
However, they will need to pay attention to:

A.2. Process Approach

The new standard requires aprocess approachto Quality Management. Your Quality Manual must
define:

• the processes that make up your system,

• the sequence in which they take place, and

• the interactions between them (that is, the data and other information that flow from process to
process).

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 0.2, 4.1 and 4.2.2 c).

A.3. Customer Requirements

You must now go and find out your customer’s needs - not just rely on the customer to tell you. This
includes implied needs and statutory and regulatory requirements, as well as those needs the
customer actually states.

This will be especially important when, as is often the case, the customer lacks in-depth knowledge
of software matters. Thecaveat emptorapproach will no longer do.
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There is also a need to communicate effectively with the customer on various matters. This will be
particularly relevant to software projects, where the requirements tend to evolve throughout the life
of the project.

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.3

A.4. Measurements or "Metrics" and Continual
Improvement

Software companies often treated the measurement clauses of ISO 9000:1994 as optional, or paid lip
service to them. Under the new standard, you must take measurement seriously and apply it as a tool
for continual improvement.

Measurements to be taken include:

• Product quality - as evidence of fitness for release (approval of which has to be recorded).

• Process measurements - to be used for improving the processes.

• Customer satisfaction - how to measure this will need careful thought.

• Corrective actions taken to correct system, process or product faults - to be evaluated in order to
ensure that the faults are prevented permanently.

Measurements not only have to be made, they also have to be analysed and applied for a variety of
purposes stated in the standard.

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 8.1, 8.2.1, 8.2.3, 8.2.4, 8.5.1 and 8.5.2 c)

A.5. Top Management Responsibility.

Specific responsibility for certain aspects of the quality management system is assigned to "top
management". Often, of course, the work will be delegated - but top management remains
accountable; they cannot just point the finger if things go wrong.

This includes responsibility for determining and meeting requirements, for customer satisfaction, and
for ensuring internal communication regarding the effectiveness of the Quality Management System.

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 5, 5.2, 5.5.3

A.6. Quality Management

The Quality Manager ("Management Representative" in ISO 9000-speak) now has to promote
awareness of customer requirements throughout the organisation.
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The periodic Management Reviews need to consider customer feedback, process performance and
product conformity, corrective and preventive actions, and changes that could affect the Quality
Management System.

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 5.5.2 c), 5.6.2

A.7. Quality Policy and Objectives

Under ISO 9000:1994, the Quality Policy was often treated as a platitude with little application to
the company’s actual activities. In the new standard, the requirements have been expanded and
sharpened. You will need to review your existing Quality Policy, to make sure it complies.

Quality Objectives were referred to in the old standard, but little attention was paid to them. ISO
9000:2000 places a new emphasis on both overall company Quality Objectives and individual
project Quality Objectives.

See ISO 9001:2000 sections 5.3 and 5.4.1

A.8. Configuration Management

At first sight, this may appear to have vanished from the standard. Not so!

It is covered by the requirement for "identification and traceability", which is now - confusingly -
included under Production and Service Operations.

See ISO 9001:2000 section 7.5.3.

A.9. Other Changes

You must take immediate action to prevent defects when the need becomes apparent, not keep such
action back to the next Management Review (ISO 9001:2000 sections 8.5.3 c) & d) ).

You must re-evaluate suppliers from time to time, not rely on a once-in-a-lifetime initial evaluation
(ISO 9001:2000 section 7.4.1).

A.10. Further Information

The above is a brief general summary of the main requirements of the new standards that will affect
most software organisations. For specific advice as to the effect of the changes on your organisation,
please contact the author.
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Appendix B. TickIT versus ISO 9000

B.1. The Reasons for TickIT

The TickIT scheme makes certification of software companies’ Quality Management Systems more
credible than doesISO 9000alone. But TickIT certification is still, nominally, to the ISO 9000
standard.

Before TickIT, software certification to ISO 9000 or BS 5750 gave little assurance as to the quality
of the supplier’s products or services. This was mainly due to a lack of uniformity in the
interpretation of ISO 9000 for software, a lack of qualified auditors with a good understanding of
software, and deficiencies in the certification process.

TickIT aims to remedy these shortcomings. Originally set up by the UK Department of Trade and
Industry, it has spread to many other countries (with the notable exception of the USA). In the UK it
is now administered by the DISC TickIT office, part of the British Standards Institution.

B.2. What TickIT Consists Of

The main elements of TickIT are:

• Guidance. TheTickIT Guideinterprets ISO 9000 as it applies to software. In spite ofrecent
improvementsto ISO 9000, this is still necessary - have a look at ISO 9000 and you will see why!

• Assurance as to the competence of bodies authorised to grant TickIT certificates, and the auditors
they employ. These are vetted, to ensure their competence in the software quality field, and
registered.

• Confidence in the value of the certificate, through use of a defined assessment process, and regular
surveillance and re-auditing of certified companies - on a timetable designed to keep pace with the
fast-moving software industry.

• Use of the TickIT name and logo as a "seal of approval". These are legally restricted to
certifications granted under the TickIT scheme.

B.3. When TickIT Applies

TickIT applies to almost all software-related activities, whether they involve product development,
services or both. This includes software developed as part of some larger product, and in-house
software developed purely for the company’s own use. Full details are given in theTickIT Guide.
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B.4. Is It Compulsory?

No. You can obtain an ISO 9000 certificate without going through the TickIT process. However, such
a certificate may not carry the same credibility with prospective customers as a full TickIT certificate.

B.5. Further Information

TheTickIT Guideand other materials are published by the DISC TickIT Office, 389 Chiswick High
Road, LONDON W4 4AL, telephone 0208996 7427, fax 0208996 7429 or e-mail
<tickit@bsi-global.com >. The TickIT web-site is at<URL:http://www.tickit.org >.

(http://www.tickit.org/)

The author, as an independent Software Quality Consultant, will be pleased to provide advice on
these matters and assistance in setting up a TickIT-compliant Quality Management System.
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If you are thinking of using consultancy ...

I would welcome an opportunity to learn about your needs and suggest what I might be able to
contribute. If you would like to meet, please contact me at the address given in the preface to this
document.
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Assessment

(see Quality Audit)

Assurance

(see Quality Assurance)

Audit

(see Quality Audit)

Authorisation procedures

will not be obeyed if they demand too

many signatures,9

Brooks, Frederick P

"The Tar Pit" (in The Mythical Man

Month),10

Bureaucracy

(see Authorisation procedures;

Documentation of Quality Management

System)

Call-outs, on-site

due to shipment of faulty product; cause

loss of revenue and knock-on effects to

other products,11

Capability Maturity Model (CMM)

a Quality Management model for

software; popular in the USA and with

U.S.-based organisations,9

Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)

(see Capability Maturity Model (CMM))

Certification

consultant can advise on organisation’s

readiness for,6, 19

through Quality Audit conducted by

external certification body,6

to EFQM Business Excellence Model; by

self-assessment,9

to ISO 9001; needs documentation and

records - but less than often thought,9

to recognised standard such as ISO 9001;

benefits of; not too hard if good practices

followed,8

(see also Quality Audit)

Change Control

required by quality system - not to

prevent change but to ensure

consequences are understood,10

Collins & Bicknell

"Not all computing projects fail - only

most of them",10

Command and Control

out-of-date attitude; some commentators

claim ISO 9000 institutionalises,8

Competitive advantage

by learning from mistakes and so

avoiding project failures,10

through reliable delivery of products and

services; aided by good Quality

Management,2

Configuration Management

an important part of software Quality

Management System,11

Consistency and reliability

ensured by a systematic approach to

Quality Management,2

Consultancy, Consultant,19

can advise on designing the Quality

System so as to suit the organisation and

the type of work it does,15

can advise on readiness for certification

audit (assessment),6

can help interpret standards, such as ISO

9001, in software terms,9

can provide training to bridge the gap

between software and quality

management disciplines,13

can review your existing system to

determine how it measures up against

requirements,5

is one of several approaches to setting up

a Quality Management System,5

why it may help and what it can

contribute,1

Continuous Improvement

(see Performance Improvement)

Control

(see Command and Control; Change

Control; Project Control)

Correction costs

(see Cost of Quality)

Corrective Action

improves quality by analysing and

correcting the root causes of quality

failures,4

Cost and timescale slippage

caused by bad estimating, lack of

suitable resources, trying to implement

an over-ambitious system, or feature

creep,10

Cost of consultancy

need not be very expensive if carefully

used,19

Cost of Quality

incurred through correction and

re-testing due to software faults,12
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saved by better Quality Management

reducing rework, support and

maintenance,12

Courses, Training

(see Training)

Crosby, Philip

"Quality is Free",12

Customer

is too often disappointed by software that

is delivered late or performs poorly,10

needs to be kept informed, especially in

times of crisis,10

should be the focus of the Quality

system; you need to listen to what they

are telling you about Quality, because the

things that matter to them may not be the

same as what you think is most

important,2

Customer Audit

external audit against contract

requirements; carried out by customer,6

(see also Quality Audit)

Decision-making

conscious and based on facts in a Quality

company,12

Delayed revenue

due to hold-up of new work because

Engineers are fixing previous product,11

Dependencies

(see Project Control)

Developing the Quality Management

System

adherence to timescales controlled

through consultant keeping client

informed of progress,19

best to do a bit at a time, rather than try

to do too much at once and not get any of

it working, 5

can be partly out-sourced to consultant

but still needs your people’s input,20

how long it will take depends on various

factors; may be wise to do in phases if

starting from scratch,19

means more than just writing procedures;

they must be brought into use; aided by

user feedback,3

needs to be planned like a software

project to estimate what it will cost and

how long it will take,19

DISC

(see TickIT)

Documentation of Quality Management

System

does not usually need rewriting for

certification audit, if it does what the

company needs,13

reviewed as part of Quality Audit,7

sketched out during consultancy visits

and written up between visits,20

(see also Results of Quality

Management System development)

sometimes excessive in systems designed

to satisfy ISO 9001,9

Dynamic Systems Development Method

(DSDM)

(see Rapid Application Development

(RAD))

European Foundation for Quality

Management (EFQM)

excellence model for whole business,9

Factual Approach to Decision-making

(see Decision-making)

Failure costs

(see Cost of Quality)

Feedback from Users of Quality System

(see Developing the Quality

Management System)

Field Performance of software products

(see Customer)

Frequently Asked Questions

on how consultancy works, what it costs

and what it can deliver,19

Guidance on ISO 9001 for software

(see TickIT; Consultancy, Consultant)

Human Resources

(see People)

Implementing the Quality Management

System

(see Procedures)

Innovation

imagination and flair can be devoted to

creative work when the Quality system

takes care of administrative detail,2

Inspection-based Quality Management

failed approach which some

commentators consider to be a harmful

result of ISO 9000,8

Internal Quality Audit

must be in evidence to satisfy external

auditors,7

self-audit by organisation against its own

Quality Management System,6

(see also Quality Audit)
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ISO 9000, ISO 9001

arguments for and against; author

considers useful if sensibly applied,8

changes in ISO 9000:2000 edition from

previous (1994) edition,26

does not demand heavy documentation,

over-prescriptive rules or very formal

authorisation procedures,9

summary of requirements,9

(see also TickIT; Consultancy,

Consultant)

Knowledge and Skills

transferred by consultant

(see Results of Quality Management

System development)

Large organisation

needs comprehensive written Quality

Management procedures,16

Late Delivery

due to bad estimating, resource

problems, over-ambition, feature creep

and other causes,10

(see also Change Control)

Management

responsible for ensuring there is a

defined Quality System; need to give a

consistent message about Quality,4

Mix-ups between software versions

(see Configuration Management)

Non-compliance

classified as minor or major; must be

corrected before certificate granted,7

noted by auditors during visit,7

Out-sourced Quality Management System

Development

can be provided by consultant,20

Ownership

of procedures by staff makes it easy to

bring them into use,17

of Quality System by you makes it easy

to alter,18

Paper (documentation and records)

generated to excess in belief that ISO

9001 demands it,9

People

can devote innovative skills, flair and

imagination to creative work when there

is a Quality System in place,2

find the Quality company is a good place

to work,13

should be trusted to make their own

judgments, rather than having rigid rules

for everything,3

Performance Improvement

through measurement and analysis of

performance data,4

Personnel

(see People)

Planning the Quality Management System

to estimate what it will cost and how long

it will take; similar to planning a

software project,19

Problems

are inevitable, but cost time and money,

so we need to avoid if possible,10

root causes need to be identified and

cured,4

Procedures

are what people do, not just pieces of

paper; bringing into use involves

persuasion, listening and revision,3

(see also Documentation of Quality

Management System)

Project Control

can give early warning of problems,12

helps control dependencies and risks,11

Projects, Software

are different from processes that

non-software QA people may be familiar

with - but not much,14

Quality Management can make the

difference between success and failure

of, 13

QMS

(see Quality Management System)

Quality

must focus on the customer’s needs; only

the customer can say what these are,2

(see also Quality Management;

Quality Management System)

Quality Assurance

assurance of consistent delivery of

products and services that do what users

need and expect,2

Quality Audit

involves interviews with staff and

examination of records,7

is an independent assessment of how the

Quality System works, by a certification

body, a customer or own organisation,6

report includes Audit Findings -

classified list of non-compliances,7
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Quality Control

(see Quality Management)

Quality Costs

(see Cost of Quality)

Quality Improvement

(see Performance Improvement)

Quality Management,2

can give competitive advantage through

increased customer confidence, reduced

failures and rework, and ISO 9000 or

other certificate; requires a system,2

can make difference between success and

failure of a software project,13

Quality Management System,2

(see also Developing the Quality

Management System)

audited by Certification Body to

determine compliance with standard,6, 8

cannot successfully be imported from

elsewhere,17

if right for your business, will focus

attention on things that matter; be

understood and accepted; proceduralise

routine tasks; leave room for initiative;

and be easy to alter,18

needs to be right for the business, or else

can hinder rather than helping,15

needs to be tailored to suit the nature of

the business,15

needs to be tailored to suit the type of the

organisation,16

will never be problem free, but we can

improve it by learning from problems

when they occur,10

works best if it incorporates, rather than

supersedes, existing good practice,17

Quality Management System, Software

adapted from existing working

procedures,13

added on to company-wide quality

system,14

created specially for software

organisation,13

Quality Manager

can be an expert recruited from outside,

but you need to decide whether to

disseminate knowledge more widely in

your organisation,5

needs to understand the different nature

and terminology of software,14

requires experience and authority, so

should not be too junior a member of

staff,21

role as advisor, coach, evangelist etc,2

Quality Manual

required if you are going for ISO 9001,3

Quality System

(see Quality Management System)

Rapid Application Development (RAD)

an approach to software development,

designed to cope with uncertain or

changing requirements,10

Records

burden can be eased and records can have

unexpected uses,3

required for audit, to show compliance

with Quality System in practice,6, 7

required to show compliance with ISO

9001 - but less than often thought,9

showing track record of Quality System

in use,6

Registration

(see Certification)

Release

of software before it is ready, can have

opposite effect to that intended,11

Reliance on software

increasing; so assured Quality becomes

more important,2

Reports

by consultant

(see Results of Quality Management

System development)

Reputation for quality

backed up by independent certification,8

through good Quality Management; can

give competitive advantage,2

Results of Quality Management System

development

comprise Quality System documents,

consultancy reports, transferred

knowledge and skills, and working

Quality System,19

Risks

identified, analysed and controlled

through good Quality Management,11

Rules

ignored if over-prescriptive,9

Second-party Audit

(see Customer Audit)

Security of company

can be threatened by quality problems,12
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Signatures, Too many

(see Authorisation procedures)

Small organisation

needs a lightweight quality system,17

Software

different from other fields where Quality

Management is applied,14

Software Components

Quality System needs to focus on

configuration management and

inter-project interfaces,16

Software Engineering Institute (SEI)

(see Capability Maturity Model (CMM))

Software Products

custom and customised; Quality System

focus on customer interactions,15

packaged; Quality System provides

internal controls to replace discipline of

having an actual customer,15

Software-related Services

Quality System needs to concentrate on

people issues,16

Staff

(see People)

Standards, Quality Management,8

can be hard for non-quality specialist to

interpret, so either guidance documents

or consultancy may be useful,9

(see also TickIT)

Capability Maturity Model (CMM);

European Foundation for Quality

Management (EFQM),9

ISO 9001,8

recognised yardsticks against which

organisation can be assessed,8

Starting Quality System development

various approaches can be used singly or

in combination,5

Technology

is not the whole product; some low-tech

components may be just as vital,2

Third-party Audit

(see Certification)

TickIT

guidance documents and framework for

application of ISO 9001 to software,29

guide to interpreting ISO 9001 for

software,9

Time to set up Quality System

depends on organisation size, current

state and other factors,19

(see also Track Record)

Timescale Slippage

has often been a feature of software

projects,10

(see also Late Delivery)

Track Record

required to demonstrate that Quality

System is being used and is effective,6

Training

part of the Quality project results,19
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